Grain alignment and its relationship with superconductivity and thermal transport of Ni-substituted Bi-2212 textured rods fabricated at two different growth rates
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Abstract

The microstructure, grain alignment, superconducting and thermal transport properties of Ni-substituted Bi-2212 rods grown at two different speeds (15 and 30 mm/h) through the Laser Floating Zone (LFZ) method, have been evaluated. Significant variations in grain size, grain alignment, electrical and thermoelectric power properties have been observed for the rods depending on the growth and substitution rates. The highest aligned structure was obtained on unsubstituted rods grown at 15 mm/h. Both increased substitution and growth rates degraded the grain alignment. The presence of Ni-based secondary phases showed that Ni is not totally incorporated into the crystal structure, which, in turn, caused a decrease on the average grain size of the rods. With increasing Ni concentration, peak values of thermoelectric power of the rods, which lie between 3.8 and 6.4 $\mu$V$\cdot$K$^{-1}$, monotonically decreased while thermal conductivity values did not show any systematic change. The activation energy of flux motion, $U_o$, was calculated from the field dependent resistivity–temperature curves in a range of 0-8 T. Superconducting transition temperatures, $T_c \text{onset}$ and $T_c \text{offset}$, and activation energy, $U_o$, were found to decrease with increasing Ni contents and applied magnetic field. It has been estimated from the magnetic field dependence of activation energy of the samples that plastic creep of the collective vortices is dominant in the rods.
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1. Introduction

The main obstacles for the technological applications of high temperature superconductors (HTSs) are caused by weak connectivity of grains and high anisotropy of physical properties [1-4]. Melt texturing is one of the important tools to overcome these type of limitations by reducing the number of grain boundaries and increasing the preferred orientation of grains on the whole bulk [5-7]. Laser Floating Zone (LFZ) method has proved its capability in fabricating highly oriented Bi-2212 rod shaped crystals as well as films and single crystals [8-11].

The rods obtained by this route have important technological applications as current leads and fault current limiters [12-14]. HTS current leads are often used in transmitting large currents from room-temperature power supplies to very low-temperature superconducting coils [15]. Because of low thermal conductivity and high current carrying capacity of HTSs, significant amount of cooling cost saving becomes probable with use of the HTS current leads [16,17].

Because of the crucial importance of the current carrying capacity of the materials used as current leads, the researches on LFZ Bi-2212 rods have mainly focused on developing high critical current density properties. Most of these studies include adjustment of LFZ processing conditions as well as stoichiometric modifications of precursor powders [18-22]. Substitution of foreign elements into the Bi-2212 structure has created different effects on superconducting and mechanical properties of the LFZ rods. It has been shown that adding of Ag up to 1 wt.% improved the microstructure and mechanical strength by reducing the porosity [23, 24]. Similarly, MgO addition to Bi-2212 flat monoliths realized by a different laser processing method (laser zone melting, LZM) strengthen the critical current density by a factor of 3 without any observable degradation on texturing level [25]. In contrast, addition of 2 at.% Ti degraded both texturing and superconducting parameters of rods by introducing bubbles into the structure which eventually causes a decrease in grain size [26].

It is widely accepted that very effective tools for investigation of the current carrying properties of superconductors are the determination of the grain alignment level and activation energy of flux motion, which is a measure of the flux pinning ability of the superconductor. In this study, pole figure measurements and field-dependent resistivity temperature curves are used to estimate these two parameters.
The work reported here aims to reveal the relationship between grain alignment, superconducting and thermal transport properties of textured Bi-2212 superconducting rods grown at two different rates, together with Ni substitution for Cu as described by the general formula $\text{Bi}_2\text{Sr}_2\text{Ca}_1\text{Cu}_2\text{,}_x\text{Ni}_x\text{O}_{8+\delta}$ where $x = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05$ and $0.1$.

2. Experimental

$\text{Bi}_2\text{Sr}_2\text{Ca}_1\text{Cu}_2\text{,}_x\text{Ni}_x\text{O}_{8+\delta}$ ($x=0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05$ and $0.1$) powders were prepared by the classical solid state route from commercially available Bi$_2$O$_3$ (Panreac, 98+%), SrCO$_3$ (Panreac, 98+%), CaCO$_3$ (Panreac, 98.5+%), CuO (Panreac, 97+) and NiO (Aldrich, 99%) powders. The weighed powders were ball-milled using agate balls and acetone media for 30 minutes at 300 rpm to obtain a homogeneous mixture. The obtained suspension was dried using IR radiation in order to evaporate the acetone. The resulting mixture was placed in a furnace and heated to 750 °C, kept for 12 h, and then slowly cooled down to room temperature. After cooling, the powder was ground and re-heated at 800 °C for 12 h, milled and isostatically pressed at approximately 200 MPa in form of cylinders (1.5–3 mm diameter and 120 mm long).

The obtained cylinders were subsequently used both as feed and seed in LFZ process as described elsewhere [27]. The textured bars were obtained using a continuous power Nd:YAG laser ($\lambda=1064$ nm), under air, at growth rates of 15 and 30 mm h$^{-1}$ and a relative rotation of 18 rpm between seed (3 rpm, clockwise) and feed (15 rpm, anticlockwise). The growth speeds applied in this study correspond to downwards movement of seed at speeds of 15 and 30 mm h$^{-1}$ while the feed has been moved at 12 and 24 mm h$^{-1}$, respectively. For each growth rate 5 rods of each composition were fabricated. From now on, the rods will be called G15 and G30 for growth rates of 15 and 30 mm h$^{-1}$, respectively. As Bi-2212 compounds melt incongruently, after laser processing, the rods need a final thermal treatment to reach pure Bi-2212 superconducting phase. This annealing process consisted of two steps: 60 h at 860 °C, followed by 12 h at 800 °C and, finally, quenched in air to room temperature. These bars were finally cut to obtain samples having the adequate dimensions for their characterization.

In order to evaluate the grain orientation in the rods pole figures centered in the (020) plane of the Bi-2212 phase, acquired on polished transversal cross sections, were measured by the
Schulz reflection method with Cu Kα radiation. The tilt angle (α) was varied from 15 to 90° while the angle of rotation, azimuth angle (β), was varied from 0 to 360°. For the pole figure measurements Rigaku Rint 2000 powder diffractometer was used. Phase analysis of all samples was performed by powder XRD utilizing a Rigaku RadB X-ray powder diffractometer (Cu Kα radiation) with 2θ ranging between 5 and 65 degrees. Microstructural and elemental analysis of the fibers, both as-grown and annealed, were studied on polished longitudinal cross-sections by using LEO EVO-40 XVP scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a Bruker energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Electrical measurements were performed with Quantum Design PPMS (9 T) system. Superconducting transition temperature was determined from resistivity measurements of the samples against temperature. Electrical resistivity of the samples was measured between 5 K and 300 K using the conventional four-probe configuration. 1 mA AC (17 Hz) current was applied during R-T measurements. Magnetoresistivity measurements were made also for the all samples under DC magnetic fields of 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 T with the applied magnetic field perpendicular to the current flow direction. Thermal conductivity and thermopower (Seebeck coefficient) measurements were also realized in Quantum Design PPMS operating in thermal transport option on 1 cm long samples. The two-probe lead configuration method was used for the measurements, which is the most convenient because it involves attaching only two leads. In this configuration, heater/+/ and \( T_{\text{hot}}/V^+ \) share one lead while coldfoot/− and \( T_{\text{cold}}/V^- \) share the other lead. These shoes monitor both the temperature and voltage drops simultaneously across the sample after applied low-frequency, square-wave heat pulse from heater in the temperature range of 15-275 K. The thermal conductivity, \( \kappa \), is then derived by the expression, \( \kappa = KL/A \), where \( L \) and \( A \) are the length and the cross-sectional area of the sample, respectively. The equation used to calculate Seebeck coefficient is \( \alpha = \Delta V/\Delta T \).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. XRD and pole figure analyses

Powder X-ray diffraction patterns and corresponding (hkl) Miller indices of the G30 rods after final thermal treatment are shown in Figure 1a-e, as representative of all the samples. All the main XRD peaks of the pure and slightly substituted samples were identified and
indexed for the Bi-2212 phase with no secondary ones. For the highest substituted sample (Figure 1e), a small peak at 2θ=29.9° belonging to low-Tc phase (Bi-2201) was identified which indicates that high amount of Ni promotes the decomposition of the Bi-2212 phase.

Figure 2a-d shows the pole figures of the slightly and highly doped (x=0.03 and x=0.1, respectively) rods processed at two different growth speeds as representative examples. Color scales and α dependence of average intensity of reflected X-rays of associated samples are also seen next to pole figures. It has been found that increasing α values lead to higher counts for the all rods which seems as a strong evidence of the aligned structure of the rods. In order to compare the alignment degree of the rods, numeric values were obtained by dividing the counts at α=90° to the counts at α=60° for the each rod. These values, displayed in Table I, showed that G15 rods possess stronger orientation than the obtained in the G30 ones. On the other hand, Ni substitution differently affects the rods grown at different speeds. For the G30 rods, increased substitution rate did not give rise to any significant difference on the alignment degree of the rods. On the other hand, the alignment of G15 rods followed a different route depending on the substitution level: while alignment degree of the rods remains at almost same level for the x≤0.03 range, after this amount, Ni substitution strongly degraded the alignment of the G15 rods. It was seen that, at the highest substitution used, the alignment of the G15 rods approached to G30 ones.

3.2. SEM/EDX observations

There are two main phases appearing on polished longitudinal cross-section of as-grown rods in SEM/EDX investigations, as can be observed in Fig.3a-d. These are Bi-rich intergrowths of 2201 and 2212 as a main matrix and Bi-free Sr1-xCaxCuO2 phase which can be seen as gray and black contrasts, respectively, on the BSD images of the rods. The most important effect caused by Ni substitution on the morphology of the rods is the fact that the size of the grains decreases when the Ni content is increased (Fig 3a-b). Moreover, at low doping, the amount of secondary phases is slightly higher on as-grown G30 rods than that of G15 ones. Upon annealing, although minor amounts of metallic oxides persist especially at the edges of the rods (Fig.3c), Bi-2212 phase is formed and covers all the volume following the reaction of above mentioned two phases. Elemental mapping image in Figure 3d shows that most of the substituted Ni atoms are randomly distributed all along the volume of the
rods while tiny part of them gives rise to a new Sr-Ni-rich Bi-2212 phase which appears as darker grey contrast with elongated shape, on the BSD images for doping levels x≥0.5.

3.3. Electrical resistivity properties

The normalized electrical resistivity versus temperature curves for all the samples are given in Fig. 4. All the samples show metallic behavior above $T_c^{\text{onset}}$ values and below this value zero-resistance state appears within a narrow temperature range. Increased substitution rate produces a downward shift on both of the superconducting transition temperatures, $T_c^{\text{onset}}$ and $T_c^{\text{offset}}$. At the same time, a broadening on the transition was obtained in the resistivity curves when the doping level is increased. These effects can be associated with the effect of Ni on the Bi-2212 phase which eventually leads to changes on the hole carrier concentration from the optimal values. The magnetic moments introduced by Ni impurities might also create these effects by increasing the sensitivity of the superconducting carriers to the grain boundaries.

For the undoped samples, $T_c^{\text{onset}}$, $T_c^{\text{offset}}$ and $\Delta T$ values of G15 and G30 rods were obtained to be 96 K, 89 K, 7 K and 96.5 K, 89.5 K, 7 K, respectively. When the substitution is increased to $x=0.1$, $T_c^{\text{onset}}$ and $T_c^{\text{offset}}$ values of the both G15 and G30 samples decreased to the same values: 88 K and 77.5 K, respectively, while $\Delta T$ of the rods is raised to 10.5 K. This suggests that the different growth rates applied in this study do not affect the electrical properties of the rods in a significant manner which can be related to similar phase distribution in the G15 and G30 rods after the final thermal treatment. At the same time, it is seen that critical temperatures of the rods are not directly connected with the alignment degree of the structures, as expected. Room temperature resistivity values of the rods ($\rho_{rt}$) have been found to be in the range of 9-23 m$\Omega$.cm, irrespective of applied substitution and growth rates.

3.4. Magnetoresistivity properties

Fig. 5 shows the magnetoresistance measurements of the pure and the highest-substituted G15 and G30 rods. It is clear from Fig. 5 that increasing magnetic field, up to 8 T, weakly affect the onset of superconductivity. On the other hand, $T_c^{\text{offset}}$ values showed a strong decrease depending on increasing magnetic field. For example, the magnitude of decrease of
$T_c^{\text{onset}}$ values of x=0.1, G15 and G30 rods, under applied magnetic field of 8 T, is limited to 3 K (from 88 K to 86 K) while that of $T_c^{\text{offset}}$ values is around 36.5 K (from 77.5 K to around 41 K). This type of behavior is often observed on cuprates having high crystal quality and compact structures. Another effect of increasing the magnetic field is the appearance of resistive tails on the lower temperature end of $R$-$T$ curves which is related with energy dissipation mechanism stemming from motion of fluxons under the influence of the Lorentz force and thermal energy. These effects increase with increasing magnetic field. Regarding the decrement of critical temperature values and the shape of $MR$-$T$ curves, it seemed that increased magnetic field almost equally affected the rods grown at two different speeds with various substitution rates.

### 3.4.1. Calculations of activation energy

The thermal energy causing motion of vortices and, eventually, the dissipation of energy, as mentioned above, is known as thermally activated flux flow (TAFF). The broadening of the resistive transition in the presence of magnetic field near $T_c$ is attributed to the TAFF [28-30]. Therefore, resistance caused by TAFF is described by the well-known Arrhenius equation, 

$$\rho (B, T) = \rho_0 \exp(-U_0/k_BT),$$

where $\rho_0$ is the pre-exponential factor, $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant and $U_0$ is the activation energy which is necessary for the motion of vortices out of the pinning potential wells and gives the magnitude of the effective pinning energy.

Fig. 6 shows Arrhenius plot of resistivity of the x=0 and 0.1 substituted G15 and G30 samples. In this figure, the activation energies, depending on both substitution and growth rates, are extracted from the slope of linear part of the low resistivity region, one of which is shown in Fig. 6a as an example, and given in Fig. 7. Since the difference in the activation energies of the unsubstituted and slightly substituted (x=0.01, 0.03 and 0.05) samples is very low, x=0 and x=0.1 samples are selected as representatives of the series.

It is clearly seen in the figures that both increased substitution and growth rates as well as increased magnetic field degrade the activation energies of the samples. At zero applied field, the activation energy of the samples take values from 0.64 eV for the x=0.1-G30 rods to 0.81 eV for the x=0-G15 ones and they decrease to 0.032 and 0.047 eV under 8 T, respectively. These values are in the same order of magnitude of the previously reported for Bi-2212 crystals [31,32].
The slope of the double logarithmic scale of $U_0 - H$ (Fig. 7) gives information about magnetic field dependence of the activation energy and hence it provides unique chance to understand the physical phenomena behind of the vortex motion. In the figure, a decrease of activation energy with magnetic field was clearly observed. The decrease of activation energy exhibited a power-law field dependence, $U_0 \sim H^{-n}$, which is generally observed on layered structures [33-35]. The experimental results were fitted to this equation and the fitting parameter, n, was found to be 0.40, 0.45, 0.37 and 0.44 for x=0-G15, x=0-G30, x=0.1-G15 and x=0.1-G30 rods, respectively.

The magnitude of the n value determines the type of vortex creep motion. If the plastic creep is dominant, n value should be 0.5 [36-38]. The n values obtained in this study, which are close to 0.5, suggest that plastic creep of the collective vortices is dominant in the rods.

### 3.5. Thermal conductivity properties

The variation of the thermal conductivity with temperature, $\kappa(T)$, for the G15 and G30 rods substituted at the rates of x=0, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 are shown in Fig 8a-b. Since the thermal conductivity measurements were realized along the rod axis, as explained in section 2, the major contribution to the measured $\kappa(T)$ comes from the in-plane component $\kappa_{ab}(T)$. In the normal state, the conductivities of all the samples follow parallel trends. $\kappa$ decreased linearly as temperature decreases to around $T_c^{\text{onset}}$ which is a characteristic feature of high temperature superconducting materials [39-42]. Since most of the heat is carried by phonons in the normal state, the linear decrease of $\kappa$ above $T_c^{\text{onset}}$ is associated with the weakening of the phonon scattering contribution to the total heat transport from point defects, phonons, dislocations and electrons. This decrease is followed by a small minimum around 120 K, then an upturn, with a broad maximum at around 70 K, which is more apparent for slightly substituted rods, and a sharp decrease below. Even if the dominating thermal transport mechanism is not known, the broad maximum appearing has been associated with the extended mean free path of either phonons or quasiparticles due to the reduction of resistive interactions among heat carriers after condensation of electrons into Cooper pairs [43-46].

The peak under $T_c$ is suppressed then disappears upon increased substitution rate. Since the appearance of this peak is believed to depend on the crystal quality of the sample [47], this
behavior points out that increased substitution rates intensify crystal imperfections. This result is partly in accordance with the pole figure and SEM measurements which show a decrement in the grain alignment and grain size of G15 rods at high substitution rates. The magnitude of thermal conductivity, at 150 K, lies between 0.9-1.5 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹ and 1-1.7 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹ for G15 and G30 rods, disregarding applied substitution rates that could not be sufficient to create crucial changes on interactions of heat carriers. The obtained values are comparable to those of other different shaped Bi-based cuprates and reach as high as 4 Wm⁻¹K⁻¹ in single crystals of BSCCO far from crystal defects [47-50].

3.6. Thermoelectric power properties

The temperature dependence of the thermoelectric power or Seebeck coefficient, S, for the x=0, 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 substituted rods is depicted in Fig 8c-d. The positive sign of thermoelectric power (TEP) values of all the samples over the entire temperature range indicates an electrical conduction mainly governed by holes [51]. With decreasing temperature, TEP increased linearly and attained a maximum value just above $T_c$\textsuperscript{onset} and then dropped abruptly to zero following the disappearance of voltage on the samples originated by superconducting fluctuations [52]. Such behavior of the TEP has been inferred earlier from similar studies on cuprates and has been analyzed in terms of some phenomenological theoretical models as the Hubbard [53], Two-Band [54] and Nagaosa-Lee [55] model to describe the basic physics of these materials. But this kind of analysis is considered to be the subject of another study.

In the present study, it is clearly observed in the figure that increased Ni content decreased the TEP values of the samples in a wide temperature range. The TEP peak values decreased from 5.5 (G15) and 6.4 $\mu$VK⁻¹ (G30) belonging to the unsubstituted samples (x=0) to 3.8 (G15) and 5.1 $\mu$VK⁻¹ (G30) for the highest substituted samples (x=0.1). As can be easily observed, G15 rods possess lower TEP values than G30 ones due to their lower electrical resistivity, which is attributed to the decrease of hole carrier concentration after increased Ni substitution as obtained in $R$-$T$ measurements. On the other hand, it is observed that TEP values of the rods are not directly proportional with their alignment level. The higher aligned structures of G15 rods produced lower TEP values than G30 rods. The physical phenomena
explaining this relationship needs to be further studied regarding different theoretical approaches.

4. Conclusions

The variations of microstructure, alignment level, electrical, pinning potential and thermal transport properties (thermal conductivity and thermoelectric power) of LFZ-grown Bi-2212 rods induced by Ni-substitution and different growing rates have been studied. It has been found that the highest Ni substitution has partly caused the decomposition of Bi-2212 into the low-Tc superconducting Bi-2201 phase. The decrease of critical temperature values of the samples when Ni substitution is raised was attributed to the decrease of hole carrier concentration due to the decomposition of Bi-2212 phase. The decrease of resistivity from the G30 to the G15 samples has led to lower TEP values. On the contrary, it was obtained that the magnitude of the thermal conductivity of the samples is not very sensitive to the changes, at least at this level, occurred on phase distribution, grain size and alignment.

Pole figure studies indicated that LFZ technique produces better alignment on Bi-2212 rods when growth at 15 mm/h than at 30 mm/h. Alignment level of G15 rods was strongly degraded by Ni substitution whereas G30 ones remained almost unchanged. EDX mapping images showed that Ni is randomly distributed in the structure. It is believed that the decrease of grain size and alignment of the samples with increasing Ni substitution is strictly related with the modification of the solidification mechanism.

The TAFF activation energy or pinning potential of the rods was also calculated using Arrhenius equation. These calculations showed that these values, which are strongly related with current carrying capacity of the rods under magnetic field, are depressed by increasing Ni substitution and growth rates.
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Figure 1. Powder XRD patterns of the G30 rods with stoichiometries $\text{Bi}_2\text{Sr}_2\text{Ca}_1\text{Cu}_{2-x}\text{Ni}_x\text{O}_{8+\delta}$ where $a) x=0, b) x=0.01 c) x=0.03 d) x=0.05 e) x=0.1$
Figure 2. (020) pole figures and average intensities as a function of angle $\alpha$ are given together for some textured samples as representative examples. a) $x=0.03$, 15 mm/h b) $x=0.1$, 15 mm/h; c) $x=0.03$, 30 mm/h d) $x=0.1$, 30 mm/h.

Table I. Ratios, Intensity ($\alpha=90^\circ$)/Intensity ($\alpha=60^\circ$), obtained in the different rods used for quantification of alignment degree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>15 mm/h</th>
<th>30 mm/h</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Bi}_2\text{Sr}_2\text{CaCu}<em>2\text{O}</em>{8+\delta}$</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Bi}<em>2\text{Sr}<em>2\text{CaCu}</em>{1.99}\text{Ni}</em>{0.01}\text{O}_{8+\delta}$</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Bi}<em>2\text{Sr}<em>2\text{CaCu}</em>{1.97}\text{Ni}</em>{0.03}\text{O}_{8+\delta}$</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>1.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Bi}<em>2\text{Sr}<em>2\text{CaCu}</em>{1.95}\text{Ni}</em>{0.05}\text{O}_{8+\delta}$</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Bi}<em>2\text{Sr}<em>2\text{CaCu}</em>{1.9}\text{Ni}</em>{0.1}\text{O}_{8+\delta}$</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. BSD images and elemental mapping analysis obtained on inner parts of longitudinal polished sections of both as-grown (a-b) and annealed rods (c-d) grown at 30 mm/h (a) x=0.01, (b) x=0.1, (c,d) x=0.1.

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of normalized resistivity of the a) G15, b) G30 rods substituted at different levels. Insets show the expanded view in the normal-to-superconducting transition region.
Figure 5. Representative $\rho$-$T$ graphs of the rods at various magnetic fields in the range of 0–8 T. a) $x=0$, 15 mm/h  b) $x=0.1$, 15 mm/h  c) $x=0$, 30 mm/h  d) $x=0.1$, 30 mm/h. Insets show the expanded view in the normal-to-superconducting transition region.
Figure 6. The Arrhenius plots of electrical resistance of the samples prepared at a) x=0, G15 b) x=0.1, G15 c) x=0, G30 and d) x=0.1, G30 for fields from 0 to 8 T. The dotted line in (a) represents the slope of the linear part of the low resistivity region used to calculate activation energy.

Figure 7. Field-dependent activation energy of the samples with different substitution and growth rates. The dotted lines indicate fitting curve of $U_0 \sim H^{-n}$. 
Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the (a, b) thermal conductivity, $\kappa$, (c, d) thermoelectric power, $S$, of the rods substituted at $x=0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1$ levels. The data in (a, c) and (b, d) belongs to G15 and G30 rods, respectively.